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There is increasing interest towards visualization of tissue level with deep penetration 
depth in bioscience and medical research, mesoscopic imaging exchanges resolution 
for penetration depth, which offers hundreds of micrometer resolution and up to several 
millimeter penetration depth. By introducing fluorescence dyes or with intrinsic 
fluorescence, much higher contrast of images can be recorded compared to reflection 
imaging. To assess the characteristics of fluorescence imaging system, in the first part 
of this thesis I will discuss 3D printing technique as a novel phantom fabrication 
method which enables the fabrication of optically realistic and morphologically 
complex tissue-simulating phantoms for the development and evaluation of optical 
imaging products. In the second part, I will discuss about the techniques and 
applications of Angled fluorescence laminar optical tomography (aFLOT), a modified 
fluorescence tomographic imaging technique based on 3D reconstructions. To extend 
the capability of aFLOT to acquire more bioinformation besides, its availability for 
quantification and statistics has been studied. Some technical improvements of aFLOT 
system performance has also been taken by incorporating algorithms for imaging 
processing. In addition, examples of biomedical applications have been discussed to 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
    Fluorescence imaging is a promising technique for clinical diagnosis with its capability of imaging in a 
high range of resolution and field of view. In this thesis, I will focus on mesoscopic imaging, which can 
acquire tens of micrometer level resolution with millimeter penetration depth. In this range, we are able to 
acquire functional information in tissue level. Some brief introduction of imaging fundamentals will be 
illustrated in this section. 
1.1 Fluorescence Imaging 
    Fluorescence imaging is a tool developed since the first fluorescent dye fabricated in 1871. Its usefulness 
to life science applications has been demonstrated as biomolecular labels, cellular stains, ionic indicators 
and more. The concept of fluorescence microscopy relies on the use of fluorophore-containing molecules 
that emit light in either visible wavelength or another wavelength can be detected. The benefit of 
fluorescence imaging is that the targeted structures are illuminated while the undesired areas of the sample 
have only little fluorescence, which leads to easy targeting and high contrast [1]. 
1.2 Image Quality Characteristics 
    There are some image characteristics methods to better describe the performance of imaging systems. 
Resolution describes the limitation of the size to be detected by imaging systems, penetration depth 
describes the depth of target where can be detected with defined resolution. Due to the diffusion limitation 
of light, resolution and penetration depth are a pair of trade-off parameters. If we want to acquire high 
resolution images, we must sacrifice penetration depth. In mesoscopic imaging field, researchers prefer 
relatively deeper penetration depth to acquire 3D images with non-invasive imaging techniques. Contrast 
is another parameter to describe image quality, it is defined by the intensity of signal over the intensity of 
noises. Intuitively, higher contrast may lead to images with needed information highlighted. Compared to 
reflection imaging, fluorescence imaging has much higher contrast which makes it ideal for some 
bioscience and medical research. In the next chapter, I will first introduce one of my work on imaging 
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performance analysis with phantom fabrication. Since it is important to understand and assess the 
performance of imaging systems before applying it to specific applications, standard phantoms mimic 












Chapter 2: Fluorescence Imaging and Phantom Fabrication 
    This chapter is based on the publication “Biomimetic 3D-printed neurovascular phantoms for near-
infrared fluorescence imaging” by Liu, Y., Ghassemi, P., Depkon, A., Iacono, M.I., Lin, J., Mendoza, G., 
Wang, J., Tang, Q., Chen, Y. and Pfefer, T.J., in Biomedical Optics Express, 9(6), pp.2810-2824 (2018) 
[2]. 
    Performance testing is important for researching imaging modalities, which includes fundamental image 
quality characteristics like resolution and contrast, as well as task-target tests. Non-biomimetic phantoms 
can be applied for standardization, and biomimetic phantoms may fill an important role in testing the 
performance of imaging systems. When used together, standard and biomimetic phantoms may provide 
complementary information that facilitates innovation and reduces the burden of regulatory testing while 
maintaining scientific rigor [3, 4]. In this study, I researched near-infrared fluorescence (NIRF) imaging 
devices which used the passive contrast agent Indocyanine Green (ICG) for clinical cerebral angiography. 
2.1. Phantom Fabrication Methods 
    In order to generate phantoms incorporating realistic brain morphology, a previously published MRI-
defined volumetric model of the human head has been used [5]. This model incorporates 15 segmented 
tissue types, including the four regions used in this study: gray matter, white matter, veins and arteries. 
Magnetic resonance angiography sequences (MRA) were acquired to enhance the visualization and 
segmentation of the arteries and the veins in the head. The sequence encodes flow direction and was 
optimized to highlight blood flowing in cranial direction, which resulted mostly in arteries being visible. 
The maximum spatial resolution of the original MRI was 0.5 mm x 0.5 x 0.5 mm; thus, the segmentation 
was only limited to the large vessels discernable on the images, shown in Figure 1. A region of the 
segmented cerebral image volume in the frontal lobe was selected (as yellow box shown in Figure 1) to 
help ensure that the fabrication approach was manageable. This region includes the prefrontal cortex and is 
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supplied by polar and orbital frontal arteries; however, the primary vascular network in this region is the 








Initially, we attempted using the raw MRI as the design of our cerebral phantom; however, the resolution 
of the commercial 3D printer is limited and can be as bad as 0.1 mm, especially when it prints complex 
geometry, it may leads to lots of unpredictable breaks. Therefore, with several trial, we made our irregular 
vasculature systems to be averaged around 1.5 mm diameter. We used the software Autodesk Meshmixer 
(Autodesk, San Rafael, CA) to modify the original MRI map. A Boolean method was applied for 
combination of vasculature system and gray matter/ white matter. To ensure all vessels are connected, since 
some vessels are not shown in the MRI, we manually connected these channels and ensure that all of them 
are open to the back of the phantom and able for injection. After all these pre-print design has been done, 
the model is smoothed and refined with Meshmixer [6].  
Based on this vascular structure map, we created two phantoms, one is a homogenous rectangular matrix 
(109 mm x 84 mm x 39 mm) with a 3D network of channels from ~1.5 mm depth to the back of the phantom. 
This was performed in part as a preliminary test for the 3D vessel matrix. Additionally, this phantom could 
provide depth information with vasculature in different depths. The material for fabrication is same as white 
Fig. 1. Illustration of the main components of the digital neurovascular map generated from 
the MRI volumetric model [5]: (a) full network of larger arteries (red) and veins (blue), and 




matter. Another morphological-mimetic phantom is printed with two different materials (gray and white 
material) to mimic different optical properties of gray matter and white matter. 
 
2.2 3D-printing Process 
    In this study, I first tried a commercial 3D printer FormLab Form 1+, it is capable of printing 10 cm x 10 
cm x 10 cm phantoms with resolution as high as hundreds of micrometers. To test its capability to print 
channels, I designed several channel phantoms, since the horizontal resolution could be different to vertical 
resolution, the channels are printed in both horizontal and vertical direction. The results showed that 
only >0.8 mm diameter channels can be printed without block. The reason for this printer too hard to print 
the channel is the technique of printing, which is called stereolithography (SLA), by fusing liquid printing 
material into solid with high power ultraviolet laser. Therefore, there is some possibility of the material to 
be fused due to temperature or scattered light where it is not supposed to, especially the small channels.  
    Then, we used another commercial printer (Objet260 Connex3, Stratasys Inc., Eden Prairie, MN) for 
phantom fabrication. This printer is based on the “Polyjet” technique, in which UV light is used to cure 
droplets of liquid photopolymer from multiple heads that spray outlines of the printing part slice by slice. 
This technique has several advantages over other rapid prototyping techniques, including the ability to 
simultaneously print combinations of three different printing materials. Additionally, it can combine 
different concentration of white material and black material to build gray material with different degree, 
which leads to different scattering and absorption coefficients. 
To measure optical properties of 3D printing materials, several 4 cm x 4 cm x 1mm slabs were printed. 
Diffuse reflectance and transmittance were measured from 700 to 100 nm using a dual beam integrating 
sphere spectrophotometer (Lambda 1050, PerkinElmer Inc., Hopkinton, MA). Absorption and reduced 
scattering coefficients were calculated at each wavelength using the inverse adding-doubling method [8]. 
Optical properties are shown in Figure 2 for a 100% white material, as well as a proprietary gray material 
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(RGD-8510) created from a mixture of the white and black materials. Both materials provided scattering 
coefficient levels in the 5-6 /cm range near 800 nm which is moderately good agreement with cerebral 
optical properties from the literature [8,9]. While the white material was used for the rectangular phantom, 
both white and gray materials were used to simulate corresponding brain matter regions of the curved-









After printing, the supporting materials were removed. The supporting material is generated in the 
program of the 3D printer to support the structural integrity of the printing sample during printing process. 
These materials are designed to be easily removed by light force of instruments or resolved by sodium 
solution. In this study, the phantom was cleaned first by soaking in a 2% sodium hydroxide and 1% sodium 
metasilicate solution (WaterWorks, Stratasys, Eden Prairie, MN) while the stirring was at a rate of 400 rpm 
for 2 days on the digital hotplate stirrer (SoCal BioMed, Newport Beach, CA). It is important to control the 
speed of stir as well as the time period since the printing material may also been resolved or softened by 
the sodium solution. Then, a 25G needle was applied to clean the channels carefully. For some channels, 
soft copper wires were applied to clean deep areas as well as twisted channels. After all channels were 
cleaned up, the phantom was then immersed in the sodium solution again for one day as final clean. Since 
Fig. 2. Optical properties of combined 3D printing materials, including absorption and 
reduced scattering coefficients. Results are presented for a 100% white material as well as a 
mixture of white and black materials. (Absorption coefficient: solid line, units on the left; 
reduced scattering coefficient: dashed line, units on the right; blue lines: white material; red 
lines: mixture material). 
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the channels are superficial and too hard to clean, in the final biomimetic phantom, the cleaning process 
induced two small holes in superficial vessels which were subsequently sealed with clear epoxy. The 
phantoms are sustainable for at least months and can be repeatedly injected/ cleaned of contrast agent, 
which makes this research consistent and convenient for further study. 
 
2.3 Printed Phantoms 
    The printed phantoms are shown in Figure 3. The challenges for this printing process are the printing of 
twisted vasculature system due to the limitation of 3D printer’s performance. To assess the printed 
phantoms integrity, microCT imaging is applied. From the stack of microCT images, we may visualize the 
leaks of the printed phantoms as well as the whole 3D structure of the phantom. Figure 3(d) showed the 










When the rectangular phantom was filled with blood solutions, superficial veins within 4 mm of the 
surface were visible under visible light illumination. Deeper internal arteries could not be readily visualized 
Fig. 3. (a) 3D-printed rectangular neurovascular phantom and (b) 3D-printed morphologically 
mimic neurovascular phantom, channels are filled with blood-ICG solution. (c) Back view of the 




due to high phantom turbidity. The biomimetic phantom exhibits blood-filled surface vasculature shown in 
Figure 3(b). While most vessels run along the surface of the gray matter at shallow area, several channels 
were deep into the white matter area. From the back view of the phantom, we may see the irregular border 
between white matter surrounding by gray matter, and also channels in both center which are arteries and 
edge areas which are veins.  Since we did not separate veins and arteries in this study, for each injection for 
imaging, we may not read information of veins or arteries. 
Using a custom Matlab routine for analysis of the printing performance, the morphology of the final 
biomimetic phantom was compared with the original MRI image volume and nominal phantom design 
which was modified from the original image and for our 3D print. Inner diameters of vessels at 22 
representative locations are measured and compared, these locations including both arteries and veins, 
superficial and deep area, are shown in Figure 4. The mean enlargement in lumen diameter is ~66.8%. The 
comparison of the diameter of vessels in printed phantom. And the most channels were printed smaller than 
its design and the overall deviation is ~ 6%. There are two major reasons for this deviation: the resolution 
of the printer for channel printing and our post-printing cleaning method that there could still exist some 












2.4 Near-infrared Fluorescence Imaging 
    To analyze the performance of the biomimetic phantoms, and assess its capability for imaging system 
performance quantification, we performed NIRF imaging with a custom system built at Food and Drug 
Administration. The NIRF system is shown in Figure 5. which used a 1W light emitting diode (LED) source 
with central wavelength at 785 nm and 10 nm bandwidth (RLTMDL-785-1W-5, driver: RLTMxL PSU-
LED, Roithner Lasertechnik GmbH, Vienna, Austria) providing 35 𝑚𝑊/𝑐𝑚2 rradiance at the phantom 
surface. An 800-nm short-pass excitation filter (84-729, Edmund Optics, Barrington, NJ, USA) was placed 
in front of the LED to eliminate crosstalk between the light source and detected signals. Fluorescence 
emitted from the phantom was imaged through an 825 nm long-pass emission filter (86-078, Edmund 
Optics, Barrington, NJ, USA). The filtered light was detected by a 16-bit monochrome CCD camera (1200 
x 1600 pixels, Alta U2000, Apogee Imaging Systems, Roseville, CA, USA). Camera control and recording 
was performed using Micro-Manager software (version 1.4.20, Univ. of California San Francisco, CA, 






Fig. 4. (a)&(b) 22 typical locations of channels chosen for quantification of the channel 
sizes. (c) Comparison of vessel diameters between MRI image volume and final printed 
phantom; (d) vessel diameters in enlarged digital design and final printed phantom. Blue 
dots referred to different locations shown in (a)&(b). 
different locations shown in (a)&(b).Dashed line)white matter. 
Fig. 5. Schematic illustrating layout of NIRF system. 
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Two different aqueous fluorescence solutions were prepared and injected into the channels of each 
phantom, separately: 1) ICG-bovine blood mixture with 3.2 µM of ICG (Pulsion Medical Inc., Powell, OH, 
USA), and 2) IR800-bovine blood mixture with 50 nM of IR800 (IRDye800 800CW Carboxylate, LI-COR, 
Lincoln, NE, USA) into the vascular channels of the brain phantom. In a previous in vivo animal study [10], 
the authors used 50 nM IR800 to quantify and assess IR800 performance. In clinics, the recommended dose 
for ICG angiography is 0.2 to 2 mg/kg with a maximum dose of 5 mg/kg/day [11]. Typically, ICG will be 
diluted to around 2.5 mg/ml for intravenous injection in humans [10]. In Liebert’s study [12], researchers 
injected 11mg ICG diluted in 3 ml of saline intravenously into volunteers and measured the concentration 
of ICG in brain tissue to be about 1.7 µM. Other groups have used a minimum of 2.5 µM ICG for turbid 
phantom fabrication [13], and 0.08 µM to 1.03 µM in a blood vessel model [14]. Therefore, to better test 
the performance of our neurovascular phantoms, 50 nM IR800 and 3.2 µM ICG were chosen in our study. 
These solutions were then formulated with fresh defibrinated bovine blood (Quad Five, Ryegate, MT, USA). 
The filled phantom was then placed in a vacuum chamber for degassing for about 5 minutes, after which 






We imaged the both rectangular and morphologically biomimetic phantoms with the same system. 
Results are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. Well-defined and high-contrast vessels can be seen in the results 
in subsurface area. However, due to the diffusion of light, we may only visualize the signals to depths of 
up to 12 mm. The ICG image shows brighter signal compared to IR800. Image results also indicated that 




both strong correlations in SNR with depth for both contrast agent, as 17.8 to 3.6 for ICG and 10.3 to 1.7 
for IR800 from depth of 4 mm to 10 mm. 
For the morphologically biomimetic phantom, results show well-defined, high-contrast vessels without 
the diffusion effect seen for subsurface vessels in the rectangular phantom. However, some variability in 
signal intensity along the channels is apparent. The white light images illustrate highly realistic brain 
surface morphology, including numerous cerebral sulci and superficial vasculature appearing as darker 
regions with low contrast. The combined white light and NIR fluorescence overlay images are seen in 
Figure 7. These images strongly highlight the vasculature against cerebral tissue structures, illustrating the 
utility of fluorescence imaging for intraoperative visualization and providing results with strong visual 
similarity to clinical images [15]. However, these images also show significant non-uniformity in NIRF 
signal intensity from the center of the image. Quantitative evaluation of SNR in corresponding high-contrast 








2.5 Discussion of Phantom Fabrication for Fluorescence Imaging Performance Test 
    Morphologically and optically realistic tissue-simulating phantoms represent powerful tools for 
development, evaluation, and translation of bioimaging techniques. The cerebral vascular phantoms in this 
study demonstrate the first successful fabrication of 3D vascularized models for biophotonic imaging 
Fig. 7. NIRF (a,d), white light (b,e) and combined overlay images (c, f) of the 
biomimetic neurovascular phantom filled with ICG (a, b, c) and IR800 (d, e, f). 
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defined from a human subject image volume. The NIRF images appear strikingly realistic, particularly in 
comparison to prior cerebral phantoms for biophotonics [15, 16]. The rectangular phantom with vasculature 
system is particularly suited to quantification of imaging depth, and the morphologically mimetic phantom 
is more relevant to current clinical practices, which both demonstrated the promising application of 3D 
printing techniques for biomimetic phantom fabrication. 
The steps of 3D printing required before and after the actual 3D printing process include a range of 
challenges: segmenting the image volume and process it to a 3D printable design; identifying the best design 
by error and trial of multiple printing, assess the results of printed phantoms and make modifications to the 
design for better prints; characterizing and selecting most suitable printing materials with biomimetic 
optical properties; and complicated post-printing cleaning process to minimize the damage to the phantoms. 
Although the challenges make the fabrication time-consuming, once the best design is achieved, it has high 
repeatability and consistency.  
Besides the scientific parts, selecting a 3D printer typically involves evaluating trade-offs in functionality 
and performance. In this study, we used a relatively expensive commercial 3D printer Objet 260 
(approximately $250,000) for phantom fabrication. The total material cost for fabrication of a single 
phantom is about $75. These prices are much higher compared to most desktop fused filament fabrication 
(FDM) and stereolithography (SLA) 3D printers. However, the benefits we can get is the availability of 
three materials printed simultaneously and high resolution. Besides, this printer can generate models that 
simulate heterogeneous, multi-component tissues, and generate both realistic surface and subsurface 
morphology, including channels or other structures. The disadvantage is that the material choices are 
limited since this 3D printer only supports the manufactured materials from the company which may limit 
to some applications if custom materials are needed. In the future, an ideal 3D printer for tissue phantom 
fabrication would provide both high resolution and the ability to simultaneously print multiple customized 
materials doped with absorbers and scatters.  
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In spite of the success in fabricating patient-specific neurovascular phantoms, several limitations remain. 
First, medical imaging systems capable of deep human tissue imaging, such as MRI, are not able to provide 
high accuracy or resolution of vasculatures. Secondly, 3D printers have limited resolution for printing 
hollow channels, particularly for irregular complex 3D geometry. Although nominal printing resolution 
values on the order of microns are often advertised, in our experience most printers are not able to reliably 
print patent linear channels smaller than 0.5 mm in diameter, or complex 3D networks with channels smaller 
than 1 mm diameter. Furthermore, even if printers were able to generate such channels, cleaning 3D printer 
support material from small-diameter and long, tortuous vessel segments can be difficult, and lead to 
damage in thin vessel walls. Therefore, some complimentary has to be taken for using 3D print technique 
for phantom fabrication, like enlarge the channel sizes. 
Our phantom measurements provided preliminary insights into performance testing capabilities; however, 
a wide variety of other novel testing approaches may be implemented in the future. Unlike the simple 
phantom designs used to determine fundamental image quality metrics, realistic phantoms enable objective 
and subjective testing under realistic clinical conditions. Advanced testing based on true clinical diagnostic 
tasks involving pathology-simulating phantoms may enable more effective product evaluations. While 
additional improvements to increase the biological relevance of the phantoms are warranted, this work 
provides ample demonstration of the potential of 3D-printed biomimetic phantoms to enable performance 







Chapter 3: Technologies of Fluorescence Laminar Optical Tomography 
    This chapter is based on publication “High-dynamic-range fluorescence laminar optical tomography 
(HDR-FLOT).” By Tang, Q., Liu, Y., Tsytsarev, V., Lin, J., Wang, B., Kanniyappan, U., Li, Z. and Chen, 
Y., on Biomedical optics express, 8(4), pp.2124-2137 (2017) [17]. 
3.1 Previous Research of Fluorescence Laminar Optical Tomography 
    Bridging the gap between micrometer and centimeter depth sensitivity and resolution, laminar optical 
tomography (LOT) combines diffuse optical tomography techniques for image reconstruction with a 
microscopy-based setup to allow imaging with ~100 µm resolution over depths of ~2 mm. [18]. LOT 
therefore surpasses the depth capabilities of optical coherence tomography and better suited to spectroscopy, 
as multiple wavelength can be used. LOT instrumentation acquires measurements that are equivalent to 
conventional DOT data, specifically, the scattered light emerging from tissue. Since diffusion 
approximation for DOT reconstruction is not applicable for LOT, Monte Carlo modeling is a better model 
for this short source-detection separation setup. For the FLOT setup in Prof. Chen’s lab, around 300 image 
stacks will be recorded in 30 seconds for around 2 cm * 2cm * 2 mm 3D volume reconstruction. 
    Different from the LOT setup firstly introduced from Dr. Hillman’s lab, Dr. Chao-Wei Chen has 
researched into angled FLOT (aFLOT) system and demonstrated better performance of 30-degree 
illumination (in tissue) compared to same directional source-detector pair [19, 20]. The setup of aFLOT 











3.2 High-dynamic Range FLOT  
    For the aFLOT system at our lab, it utilizes an electron-multiplying CCD (EMCCD) for imaging 
acquirement. Since deeper signals are always weaker than the surface area due to light diffusion. We must 
compromise between high intensity signals of deeper area with saturation at subsurface area or moderate 
signals at subsurface area but low penetration depth. The reason for this is the limited dynamic range of the 
camera and simultaneous signals from all depths for one-time reconstruction. One of the solutions for 
visualization of all depth is using high-dynamic range method which based on multiple-exposure scheme 
[21-23].  
3.2.1 Methods of High-dynamic Range FLOT 
    A quick method for reconstruct a high-dynamic range image is to direct combine two images, one with 
long exposure time for deeper area visualization, one with short exposure time for surface area visualization. 
This method in some way works, if the goal is just for visualization. However, there are some problems for 
this method. First, the edge between two images, even some algorithms are applied to find the edge and 
combine two images well, there is still some unflatten value at the edge, if imaging targets lay on the edge, 
Fig. 8. Schematic of aFLOT imaging system. LD: laser diode; O: collimator; P: 
polarizer; I: iris; CL: cylindrical lens; FW: filter wheel; 
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it will make the image result terrible. Another problem is the quantification, that if some fluorescence 
intensity comparison needs to be taken, it was hard to do because two setups (two different exposure time) 
are taken for this one image. Therefore, some better imaging reconstruction methods should be taken for 
HDR image reconstruction. 
    The basic idea of HDR-FLOT is to implement 3D reconstruction in FLOT based on 2D HDR 
fluorescence images [24,25]. The first step to reconstruct 2D HDR images is to recover the CCD response 
function. The exposure X of a pixel can be defined as the product of irradiance E and the exposure time t, 
where irradiance E is influenced by the optical properties of the sample as well as illumination from the 
light source. From the CCD, we can obtain a digital number Z (CCD output), which is related with X at 
every pixel. We can define this relationship as CCD response function f. Since the background noise could 
cause deviation of the CCD response function, we first subtract the noise from the original CCD output, so 
that Z at every pixel will be: 
                                            Z = 𝑍𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 − 𝑍𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑                                                                                       (1) 
    𝑍𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒  are the values of samples from CCD, and 𝑍𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑  are background values in the 
corresponding images. Then, we can denote the response function as: 
                                                      𝑍𝑖𝑗 = 𝑓(𝐸𝑖𝑡𝑗)                                                                                                   (2) 
    where i is the index of pixels and j is the index of exposure time. Since f is monotonic, we can rewrite 
Eq. (2) as: 
                                                    𝑓−1(𝑍𝑖𝑗) = 𝐸𝑖𝑡𝑗                                                                                                 (3) 
    Taking the natural logarithm of both sides, we can obtain: 
                                               ln𝑓−1(𝑍𝑖𝑗) = 𝑙𝑛𝐸𝑖 + 𝑙𝑛𝑡𝑗                                                                                       (4) 
    Then, we can rewrite the equation with a defined function 𝑔 = ln𝑓−1 as: 
                                               𝑔(𝑍𝑖𝑗) = 𝑙𝑛𝐸𝑖 + 𝑙𝑛𝑡𝑗                                                                                              (5) 
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    The parameters E and function g are unknown, but there is a linear relationship between 𝑔(𝑍𝑖𝑗) and 𝑙𝑛𝐸𝑖. 
We change the problem to solving the quadratic objective function as follows:  




𝑖=1 + σ                                                              (6) 
    where w(Z) is a weighting function. When the signal is low or saturated, the pixel value Z and exposure 
X may fit the response function poorly. Thus, we may give smaller weighting to those pixels. Simply, we 
can define w(Z) as [19]: 
                             𝑤(𝑍) = {








                                                          (7) 
    σ is introduced as a smoothness parameter to make sure that the function g is continuous and smooth 
[19]. The best estimate of CCD response function g will be obtained when O in Eq. (6) has its minimum 
value. The commonly used method to satisfy the equation is the least-square method for linear regression. 
Because of the limited memory of a computer, we pick 2500 pixels instead of all the 512*512 pixels for 
calculation (i.e. the sampling rate is 1/10). The best estimate of the CCD response function g will be 
obtained when O reaches its minimum value. After the CCD response function g has been obtained, we can 
calculate irradiance E by Eq. (5). The weighting function w is introduced again here to give a higher 
weighting value to data at reliable ranges (the middle of the response function), but a lower value to the 
ranges near the extremes. Then, we can reconstruct the 2D HDR image as: 











                                                                           (8) 
After that, we can obtain the 2D HDR image using all the images with different exposure times, and a 
series of 2D HDR images can be obtained at each scanning position which will be later used for 3D HDR-
FLOT reconstruction. 
 
3.2.2 Experimental Demonstration  
    To demonstrate the performance of HDR-FLOT for image reconstruction, and compared to non-HDR-
FLOT system, we used an agar phantom with three 0.15 inner diameter glass capillaries inserted. These 
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three capillaries are filled with a large difference of fluorescence concentration, saying 2µM, 1µM and 0.2 
µM Cy5.5 solution (Cyanine 5.5 azide, Lumiprobe Corporation). To mimic muscle tissue, 1.5g agar power 
with 0.3 mL 20& intralipid solution and 49 mL PBS buffer were mixed for phantom fabrication. After 
heated up in a microware for ~ 1minutes, the mixed liquid gel was poured into the petri dish for cool down. 
Then the filled capillaries are inserted into the agar phantom at the same depth side by side. Optical 
coherence tomography (OCT) will be utilized to ensure their depth are the same. 
    Figure 9. showed the OCT image results of the three capillaries as well as several 2D images with 
different exposure time. It is clear that with 100 ms exposure time, only the highest concentration capillary 
C1 has high contrast, and C3 signal is too low to visualize. On the other hand, when exposure time is as 
long as 2000 ms, C3 can be visualize but C1 and C2 saturated, and in this situation, we may not track back 
the real biological information of C1 and C2 which here is the fluorescence dye concentration. With HDR 
method, the CCD response curve is generated. It does not matter what phantoms or what exact concentration 
of contrast agents to be used for this reconstruction because this is the inner characteristics of the camera, 
which will not be affected by the objects it images at. With the help of response curve, we then reconstructed 
the HDR 2D image, shown in Figure 9(g). It is quite clear that we may visualize both high and low 












    Then, demonstration of reconstruction of 3D images were taken. The result is shown in Figure 10. Figure 
10(a-c) show the 3D FLOT reconstructed images with exposure times of 100 ms, 500 ms, and 2000 ms. As 
expected, C3 (lowest concentration) cannot stand out from the background with 100 ms exposure time. 
Although increasing the exposure time will enhance the SNR of this capillary, the shapes of C2 and C3 get 
distorted because of overexposure and noise becomes more obvious as shown in Figure 10(c). With 2D 
HDR fluorescence images, the 3D reconstructed image can resolve all three capillaries with different 
concentrations of Cy 5.5 simultaneously as shown in Figure 10(d). 
Fig. 9. (a) Image of the three capillaries filled with Cy 5.5 solution from OCT system indicated by the 3 arrows (red: 2 
µM (C1), yellow: 1 µM (C2), green: 0.2 µM (C3)). (b) 3D rendered images of the 3 capillaries from OCT system. (c-e) 2D 
images obtained from FLOT using exposure times of 100 ms, 500 ms, and 2000 ms. (f) Recovered CCD response curve, 
the solid black line is the fitted curve (x axis is in log
e 











To quantify the relationship between fluorescence intensity and the dye concentration, we performed 
quantification test by Matlab with custom routine. The normalized average fluorescence intensities of the 
three capillaries were shown in Figure 11. All the three capillaries from OCT were labelled green for better 
visualization. The sizes of capillary reconstructed from FLOT were evaluated as the diameter difference 
ratio (DDR) as: DDR = |D(FLOT) – D(OCT)|/D(OCT). Then the averaged DDR was defined by the mean 
of three DDRs calculated from the three capillaries, shown in Figure 11. When the exposure time increases, 
DDR increases, indicating the sizes measured from FLOT deviate from the correct values. HDR-FLOT 





Fig. 10. (a-c) 3D FLOT reconstructed images with exposure time of 100 ms, 500 ms, and 2000 ms. (d) 3D 
HDR-FLOT reconstructed image. (e-h) Co-registered 3D FLOT reconstructed images with corresponding 
OCT images (green). The Max in the colormap is the maximum value in the image and Min represents the 












3.2.3. Conclusion of HDR-FLOT Technique 
    By demonstrating with fluorescence capillaries inside agar phantom, the performance of HDR-FLOT has 
proved to have high contrast for a large range of different concentration. This technique has lots of 
advantages for biomedical applications. First, biological tissue may include different concentration level of 
fluorescence since targeted tissue may be labeled but other tissues may not, subsurface tissue may be much 
brighter than deep area. Second, once we reconstructed the camera response curve, we do not have to choose 
one best exposure time which leads to lots of time of trial. We may just choose several standard exposure 
times, then apply it to every application. Third, HDR-FLOT can provide high contrast as well as deeper 
penetration (~20%), which may provide a potential mesoscopic imaging method for imaging neuronal 
activities in deeper brain. 
3.3 Quantification with FLOT 
    From previous works [19,20], FLOT has been proved to be a bioimaging modality with capability to 
provide functional information of biomedical targets. However, it is not enough for only visualization with 
Fig. 11 Average fluorescence intensity of the 3D images as a function of true Cy 5.5 concentration with 
exposure time 100 ms (A), 500 ms (B), 2000 ms (C), and HDR method (D) . The fluorescence values were 
normalized to the maximum value (n=50). (E) Average fluorescence response error ratios with different 
exposure times (n=50). (F) Average diameter difference ratios for FLOT with different exposure time 




imaging system for the morphological or structural information of the imaging target, more quantification 
is needed for further functional study. For FLOT system, it is not the same with some other direct imaging 
systems, since image reconstruction is taken for 3D image reconstruction which may need to some 
unpredictable results due to either noises, environment or program parameters for reconstructions. One 
simple example is that if we reconstruct a stack of noise images without any fluorescence but only flat 
values, we still can reconstruct an 3D image, which can be regarded as noise image, but it still has a trend 
of pixel value that the deeper the lower of the value. 
    To study the availability of quantification with FLOT system and the effects of different depths for 
intensity changing trends, I took a study with liquid phantom and IR700 dye (IRDye 700DX NHS ester 
solution). The intralipid concentration was set to provide a reduced scattering coefficient µ𝑠
′  = ~0.5 /mm at 
635 nm, which is very similar to optical properties of the tumor used in one of our projects, which will be 
discussed detailed in Chapter 4. Different IR700 concentrations between 0 – 2.5 µM were diluted to test 
the fluorescence signals at different depths of our FLOT system and the depth profiles do not change much 
for different IR700 concentration. The result is shown in Figure 12. The raw fluorescence intensity results 
are shown in Figure 12(a). To subtract the noise and other effects of noise signal generation, I normalized 
the signal by the signal of non-fluorescence phantom, the normalized signals are shown in Figure 12(b). 
Since the liquid phantoms are homogenous, the fluorescence signals are supposed to be the same at different 
depths, while we can notice that there are some decreases in fluorescence as depth increases due to the 
imperfect reconstruction nature of our FLOT system.  
    There are some other findings and discussions from this experiment. The first is that the decreasing curve 
is not exactly for different concentration, that high concentration has fast decreasing rate, but 0.5 µM has 
little changes. Therefore, we may not provide one line to represent all data with the relationship of changing 
rate with all concentration, and only proximate value can be achieved if we want to apply this graph to 
biomedical applications. Second, only depth from 0 – 2 mm provides reasonable information from the 
reconstructed image. Due to the reconstruction limitation, even there is only little light is received from the 
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camera, it is hard to separate it from more surface lights during reconstruction. Therefore, the too deep 
volume in the reconstructed 3D image still include some intensity, but they provide no biological 
information. And for our applications, we only take the information from 0- 2 mm for count. Third, the 
background noise is high, which due to the programs of reconstruction we built, further improvements may 
be taken for this. One quick solution is extracting a weight matrix from the normalized fluorescence 
intensity of homogenous phantoms at different depths for compensating for the depth-dependent signal 








To demonstrate the quantification capability of FLOT system, I applied it to several datasets of breast 
cancer tumor fluorescence imaging. One of the fluorescence signal intensity can be seen in Figure 13. We 
can see that at tumor surface, its fluorescence concentration is close to 1.5 µM since their signal 
intensities are close, and when the depth going deep, its intensity is decreasing faster than the phantoms, 
which due to the decrease of fluorescence concentration, when the depth is deeper than 1.8 mm, its 
concentration is below 0.5 µM. From this experiment, we have demonstrated that FLOT has availability 
for quantification of fluorescence concentration in biomedical application. Even though, we have not yet 
figured out a way to build a model to accurately calculate its concentration, it is possible to take more 
quantitative work and experiments to build a mathematical model in the future. 
(b) 
 
Fig. 12. Relationship between FLOT fluorescence intensity of homogenous phantoms with different IR700 



















    Another parameter to be considered is the scattering coefficient of the sample. To demonstrate the 
effects of the scattering coefficient to the reconstructed image results. I made three scattering phantoms 
with 2%, 1% and 0.5% of intralipid as well as 2 µM IR700. For the reconstruction, all parameters set for 
the algorithm are the same. The depth profile of reconstructed images is shown in Figure 14. We can see 
that the scattering coefficient may affect the reconstruction results that larger scattering may have higher 
signal at surface area but on the contrary, have lower signal in the deep area. This effect is not difficult to 
explain, that higher scattering will lead to more light reflected when light propagates through the sample, 
and its power will decay faster when it goes deep. Therefore, at sub-surface area, we can see higher 
intensity, and at deep area, it is opposite. Since the scattering coefficient may affect the intensity of the 
reconstructed images, to quantify biomedical samples, we need to use the same scattering coefficient 
material for phantom fabrication. 





Fig. 14. Depth profile of three fluorescence phantoms with different scattering 




Chapter 4: Biomedical Applications of Fluorescence Laminar Optical 
Tomography 
This chapter will discuss several biomedical applications of aFLOT, including tissue engineering, neural 
science and cancer detection.  
4.1 Tissue Engineering 
    Regenerative medicine has emerged as an important discipline which aims at introducing living cells or 
functioning tissues to repair injury or replace damaged tissues or organs which lose functions. Optimization 
of regenerative medicine strategies includes the design of biomaterials, cell-seeding methods, cell-
biomaterial interactions, and molecular signaling within the engineered tissue. The current gold standard 
method for quantifying the 3D-cell distribution during tissue engineering is fluorescence confocal 
microscopy. It can visualize cells and molecules via a wide variety of fluorescence probes. However, the 
limitation is its penetration depth, which is only ~ 100 µm [26]. One approach to solve this problem may 
include 3D image recompiling and cryo-sectional scaffolds [27]. Although robust, this approach is 
destructive and time-consuming, FLOT with ~2 mm imaging depth may solve this problem and applied to 
tissue engineering scaffolds imaging [28 - 30]. 
Human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) is applied as cell model for this project, they were cultured in 
control media consisting of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine 
serum. CellTacker Orange CMRA Dye 548/576 nm is utilized to label the cells inside tissue engineered 
scaffolds. The cells concentration is set to be 0.015, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1 and 2 million cells/ml. From the 
imaging results, we may clearly see the differences of cell concentration, with a custom defined threshold. 
And the normalized cell numbers are consistent with the real cell numbers in the scaffold. From this research, 
FLOT has been demonstrated of capable of imaging and quantifying cell numbers and concentration in 
tissue engineering. Our group has also taken some further research into this topic for quantifying the 
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distribution and migration during tissue engineering process [29]. Some future research may include in vivo 
fluorescence imaging and long-term monitoring. 
 
4.2 Neural Activity 
    Another interesting topic of FLOT applications is neural functional imaging of brain activity. Voltage-
sensitive dye imaging (VSDi) has been quite useful in imaging activities of the neural networks in the brain 
[31]. VSDi is based on fluorophore molecules that bind to the neural membrane and convert changes in 
transmembrane voltage into the fluorescence of the emitted light [32]. In this research, FLOT is combine 
with VSDi for brain functional imaging, neural activity is evoked in the whisker barrel cortex of mice by 
deflection of a single whisker in vivo with 5 ms temporal resolution. Then, FLOT recording is taken after 
each stimulation, and a 3D reconstruction is performed after that. From this research, FLOT has 
demonstrated its capability for neural functional imaging with its high recording speed and relatively deep 
penetration depth. 
 
4.3. Cancer Detection 
    The efficacy of cancer therapy depends on its ability to deliver drugs to tumors [33]. Targeted cancer 
therapies offer the promise of more effective tumor control with fewer side effects than conventional cancer 
therapies. Molecular therapies based on monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) are highly selective for tumors 
expressing specific antigens. Combinations of conventional photosensitizers and mAbs have been tested, 
but the improvement in selectivity is still limited [34-37]. Photoimmunotherapy (PIT) is an emerging low 
side effect cancer therapy based on a targeted monoclonal antibody-photo absorber conjugate (APC) that 
induces rapid cellular necrosis after exposure to NIR light. IR700 is not only fluorescent, and thus can be 
used as an imaging agent, but it also is phototoxic serving as an imaging theragnostic. When exposed to 
intense levels of NIR light, the conjugate becomes lethal, but only to those cells to which it is bound [38]. 
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NIR light exposure can lead to rapid, target-selective necrotic cell death in vitro and effective tumor 
shrinkage on animal models in vivo. PIT induced highly selective cancer cell death, while leaving most of 
the rumor blood vessels unharmed, leading to an effect termed super enhanced permeability and retention, 
which significantly improved the effectiveness of anticancer drugs [39]. 
    Previously, we have investigated the micro distribution of APCs at different locations and depths during 
and after PIT effects in vivo by using a custom 2D fluorescence imaging system and two-photon microscopy 
[40], since it will be more interesting if we can acquire 3D imaging of PIT process to understand deeper 
into the mechanism, we applied our FLOT system for APCs imaging during and after PIT process [41]. 
Optical coherence Tomography (OCT) is an established biomedical imaging method for subsurface 
imaging od tissues microstructure with high resolution (<10µm) and 1-2 mm penetration depth [42]. We 
introduced OCT to this project to provide a 3-D morphological imaging of the target tumor as FLOT for 
functional imaging. 
Figure 14 Showed the results of 3D tumor volume during and after PIT process. OCT with high resolution 
can provide clear morphological structure of the tumor volume as well as surrounding tissue. Reconstructed 
3D FLOT image is registered to OCT images for better understanding of the locations of fluorescence 
shown in the image. From the Figure 15(e) we can see the fluorescence intensity difference of tumor surface 
and deeper tumor. This work is based on the work shown in Chapter 3 of quantification with FLOT. Even 
though an accurate curve of the relationship of reconstructed fluorescence intensity with depth is hard to 
build, it is available for us to quantify only two areas, the surface and deep area, instead of every depth.  
Figure 15(f) showed the intensity changing during and after PIT. At 0 minute, NIR LED irradiation began 
and the IR700 fluorescence intensity dropped quickly at both tumor surface and deep area in the first 20 
minutes. Then, the LED is turned off and PIT treatment was done. The fluorescence intensity began to 

















Being able to quantitatively monitor 3D image of fluorescent distribution and therapeutic effects in vivo 
in real time helps us further understanding the PIT mechanism as well as drug delivery system. FLOT has 
been demonstrated to be a promising 3D fluorescence imaging technique for more biomedical applications 
with its capability for deep tissue imaging. 
Figure 16 showed the depth profile of fluorescence intensity of tumor during and after PIT treatment. 
From this figure, we can see that both surface and deep area has fluorescence intensity decreasing during 0 
to 20 minutes. And only surface has continuing decrease during 20 to 40 minutes. Then, the recovery 
showed at around 80 minutes. This dataset is consistent to the 3D images shown in Figure 15, we may see 
the difference of fluorescence changing trend for surface and deep area. One reason for longer PIT effect 
is due to the closer to the surface the more power of light is absorbed by the tumor, so the fluorescence is 
decreasing more and longer because more tumor cells are killed at this area. Both surface and deep area has 
Fig. 15. (a-d) Top-view and side-view of tumor volume; (e) IR700 fluorescence 
intensity value of tumor surface and deep area; (f) IR700 fluorescence intensity 














    We have also tested the photobleach effects on the signal changing without PIT treatment. The same 
mouse and cancer model are taken for this test. The depth profile of this control group data is shown in 
Figure 17. I normalized the noise value to 1, then we achieved this figure by the signal-to-noise ratio. From 
this graph, we can see that during 0 to 40 minutes, there is no significant changes of the signal values. By 
taking three mice as control group, we found similar results. Therefore, we can conclude that the 






Fig. 16. Depth profile of fluorescence intensity of cancer tumor during and 





Fig. 17. Depth profile of fluorescence intensity of control group. The intensity 




Chapter 5: Conclusion and Future Work 
Since FLOT is a novel bioimaging modality with capability of high-speed 3D imaging of up to 2 mm 
imaging depth, it has a promising potential for bioscience research as well as clinical applications. For 
better assessment of performance of FLOT and other imaging systems, better methods for phantom 
fabrications need to be researched to mimic more realistic biomedical models. Some improvements may 
also be taken to get better resolution or imaging depth of FLOT to achieve better images. This thesis has 
demonstrated wide applications of FLOT technique, and the potential of bioimaging for biology and 
medical research. 
Future work based on this thesis could including the following several topics:  
First, we may research into the possibility design and fabrication of biomimetic phantoms for other 
biomedical models with 3D print technique. Since 3D print technique has a huge advantage of fabrication 
of any complex design with low time and money cost. It can be applied to more and more biomedical 
research field, either as mechanical components or as phantoms for biomedical devices testing.  
Second, we may improve our HDR algorithm, integrate the algorithm to the FLOT setup we have now 
to make it applicable for all different samples with FLOT imaging recording. Since photo bleaching is a 
factor which may affect the results of fluorescence imaging in some situation. It is necessary to record 
FLOT images in shorter time, once we improved the algorithm, it may take ~50% time for image recording.  
Third, there are deviation between the imaging targets and reconstructed images, due to some 
simplification of mathematical models of reconstruction. It may be worthy if we can figure out ways to 
improve our reconstruction methods to improve the results. One problem is the cross talk between each 
point in the line beam for illumination. I found that the resolution in the direction of parallel to illumination 
is worse than perpendicular direction, seen in Figure 18. In Figure 18(b), the 0 degree and 180 degree 
illumination on quantum dots is taken, we can see these two different angles will lead to different resolution 
in different directions. The reason for this difference could be either the illumination angle or the line beam 
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illumination cross talk. Some solutions may be imaging with different angles and directions and overlapping 








Last, 2 mm penetration depth is not enough for every biomedical application, for some in vivo imaging 
applications, we may need to design an endoscopic FLOT system. It can be integrated with laparoscope or 
other medical endoscopic system. However, it is not easy for scanning using a fiber or fiber bundle, we 
changed the illumination from 45 degree to 90 degree to the sample to achieve higher efficiency for the 
fiber bundle. A 4 mm * 4 mm fiber bundle shown in Figure 19(a) is applied for this project. The system 
setup is shown in Figure 19(b). The major challenge here is still the light propagation in the fiber, since the 
reflected fluorescence lights are random angled, only a small proportional signal of them can propagate 










Fig. 18. (a) The difference of resolution in different direction. (b) Two reconstructed images 










Fig. 19. (a) 4 mm * 4 mm fiber bundle; (b) endoscopic FLOT system with the fiber 
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